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The increased proliferation of connected devices requires a paradigm shift towards the development of innovative technologies
for the next generation of wireless systems. One of the key challenges, however, is the spectrum scarcity, owing to the unprecedented
broadband penetration rate in recent years. Visible light communications (VLC) has recently emerged as a possible solution
to enable high-speed short-range communications. However, VLC systems suffer from several limitations, including the limited
modulation bandwidth of light-emitting diodes. Consequently, several multiple access techniques (MA), e.g., space-division multiple
access (SDMA) and non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), have been considered for VLC networks. Despite their promising
multiplexing gains, their performance is somewhat limited. In this article, we first provide an overview of the key MA technologies
used in VLC systems. Then, we introduce rate-splitting multiple access (RSMA), which was initially proposed for RF systems and
discuss its potentials in VLC systems. Through system modeling and simulations of an RSMA-based two-use scenario, we illustrate
the flexibility of RSMA in generalizing NOMA and SDMA, as well as its superiority in terms of weighted sum rate (WSR) in VLC.
Finally, we discuss challenges, open issues, and research directions, which will enable the practical realization of RSMA in VLC.
Index Terms—Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), space-division multiple access
(SDMA), rate-splitting multiple access (RSMA), visible light communications (VLC).
I. INTRODUCTION
THE exponential growth of connected devices and emer-gence of the Internet-of-Everything (IoE), enabling ubiq-
uitous connectivity among billions of people and machines,
have been the major driving forces towards the evolution of
wireless technologies, aiming to support a plethora of new ser-
vices, including enhanced mobile broadband and ultra-reliable
and low-latency communications. While the demand for new
IoE services, e.g., extended reality, autonomous driving and
tactile Internet continues to grow, it is necessary for future
wireless networks to deliver high reliability, low latency, and
very high data rates. In this context, the notion of visible light
communications (VLC) has emerged as a promising wireless
technology for massive connectivity of users with high data
rates.
To realize VLC, a simple and inexpensive modification is
required to the existing lighting infrastructure [1]–[4]. The
key attractive features of VLC include, but are not limited
to, security, high degree of spatial reuse, and immunity to
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electromagnetic interference [5]. The advancement in solid-
state has introduced light emitting diodes (LEDs) as energy-
efficient light sources, which are envisioned to dominate the
next generation of wireless infrastructure. One of the interest-
ing features of LEDs is their ability to rapidly switch between
different light intensities in a way that is not perceptible to
human eyes. This enables them to be the main technology for
VLC systems. The key principle of VLC is to use emitted
light from the LEDs to perform data transmission through
intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD), without
affecting the LEDs’ main illumination function. The huge un-
regulated spectrum of visible light allows VLC to offload data
traffic from radio-frequency (RF)/microwave systems while
providing high data rates. VLC uses the 400 THz to 789 THz
visible light spectrum, which is characterized by the features of
low penetration through objects, secure communications, and
high quality-of-service (QoS) in interference-free small cells
designs [6]–[8]. Fig. 1 shows the VLC spectrum band and
examples of its use in healthcare, work office, transportation,
and smart cities. Also, the structure of the survey is illustrated
in Fig. 2.
A. Motivation and Contribution
Despite its advantages, VLC suffers from several drawbacks
that limit its performance. For example, the limited modulation
bandwidth and peak optical power of LEDs are considered
as the main obstacles towards realizing the full potential of
VLC systems [9]. Therefore, several studies have been carried
out to enhance the spectral efficiency of VLC systems. In
particular, two research directions have been identified: in the
first one, researchers focused on the design of dedicated VLC
analog hardware and digital signal processing techniques. In
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Fig. 1. VLC spectrum and examples of its use.
TABLE I
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS.
Abbreviation Definition Abbreviation Definition
ADT Angle Diversity Transmitter MU Multi-User
AO Alternating Optimization MUD Multi-User Detection
BD Block Diagonalization MUI Multi-User Interference
BER Bit Error Rate NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access
BC Broadcast Channel OCDMA Optical Code-Division Multiple Access
CDMA Code-Division Multiple Access OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
C-NOMA Code NOMA OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access
CoMP Coordinated multi-point OMA Orthogonal Multiple Access
CSI Channel State Information OOK On-Off Keying
CSIT CSI at Transmitter P-NOMA Power NOMA
DC Direct Current PD Photo Detectors
DD Direct Detection QoS Quality-of-Service
FoV Field of View RGB Red, Green and Blue
ICI Inter-Channel Interference RSMA Rate-splitting Multiple Access
IM Intensity Modulation SC Super-position Coding
ISI Inter-Symbol Interference SDMA Space Division Multiple Access
LED Light Emitting Diode SIC Successive Interference Cancellation
LTE Long-Term Evolution SINR Signal-to-Interference-Plus-Noise Ratio
LoS Line-of-Sight SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
MA Multiple Access TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access
MAC Media Access Control VLC Visible Light Communication
MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output WSMSE Weighted Sum Mean Squared Error
MISO Multiple-Input Single-Output WSR Weighted Sum Rate
MMSE Minimum Mean-Square Error ZF Zero-Forcing
MSE Mean-Square Error ZF-DPC Zero-Forcing Dirty-Paper
the second one, researchers focused on enhancing the spec-
tral efficiency through the development of different optical-
based modulation and coding schemes, adaptive modulation,
equalization, VLC cooperative communications, orthogonal
and non-orthogonal multiple access (OMA/NOMA) schemes,
and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [10].
In the context of VLC, several optical OMA schemes
have been proposed, including time-division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA), orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
(OFDMA) [11], and optical code-division multiple access
(OCDMA) [12]. These schemes rely on assigning orthog-
onal resources to different users. For example, in TDMA,
different users are allocated different time slots for com-
munication, while in OFDMA different users are assigned
different orthogonal frequency sub-carriers. In OCDMA, users
communicate at the same time and frequency, which can be
achieved through the use of different orthogonal optical codes.
In contrast, space-division multiple access (SDMA) exploits
the spatial separation between users to provide full time
and frequency resources. On the contrary, NOMA has been
recently introduced as a spectrum-efficient multiple access
(MA) scheme that allows different users to share the same
time and frequency resources, leading to an enhanced spectral
efficiency [13]. NOMA is realized either by assigning different
power levels to different users (known as power (P)-NOMA)
or by allocating different spreading sequences (called code
(C)-NOMA). Resource allocation in NOMA is determined
according to different criteria, such as link quality, users
fairness, targeted individual and sum rates, and users’ QoS
requirements.
In the same context, rate-splitting multiple access (RSMA)
has recently emerged as a potentially robust and generalized
MA scheme for future wireless systems, which is able to
accommodate different users in a heterogeneous environment.
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Fig. 2. Organization of the paper.
In particular, novel research results have shown that RSMA
in MIMO-based RF systems outperforms other common MA
schemes, such as NOMA and SDMA, in terms of spectral
efficiency [14]. The performance gain of RSMA comes from
the fact that the transmitted signal of each user is divided into
one or several common parts and a private part. All common
parts are multiplexed and encoded into a single (or several)
common streams intended for all (or to a subset of) users. On
the other hand, the private parts are encoded separately into
multiple private streams, which are then superimposed with
the common stream(s). The super-symbol is then transmitted
to all users over the VLC downlink. At each user, the common
streams are decoded first in order to obtain the common parts
of the intended user, utilizing iterative successive interference
cancellation (SIC). Subsequently, the private part is decoded
while treating the other users’ private parts as noise. The
NOMA scheme can be obtained from RSMA by treating some
users’ signals as common parts and the remaining as private
parts. On the other hand, SDMA can be realized from RSMA
by using only the private parts to encode users’ messages. The
split of the messages into common and private parts enables
RSMA to provide robust services for different network loads
and users deployments.
In VLC systems, MIMO channels are practically highly cor-
related, which inevitably degrades the performance of linear
precoding schemes. This has motivated the investigation of
different receiver structures and precoding schemes in order
to mitigate the effect of channel correlation in MIMO VLC
systems. Likewise, several articles on the previously presented
topics, namely OMA, NOMA and RSMA techniques design,
have been presented for RF systems. Yet, only few have
addressed their application in VLC networks (mainly for OMA
and NOMA), and summarized these studies in surveys [15]–
[17]. Moreover, none of them has discussed the integration
of RSMA into VLC systems. Motivated by the above, in
this survey, we shed the light on several spectrally efficient
MA schemes for VLC systems. In more details, we present
a comprehensive study of NOMA and SDMA schemes, with
particular attention to MIMO-VLC systems. In addition, we
address the potential integration of the RSMA scheme in
MIMO-VLC systems. Finally, open issues and some interest-
ing related research directions are discussed.
Notation: Bold upper-case letters denote matrices and bold
lower-case letters denote vectors. (·)T denotes the transpose
operation, E(·) is the statistical expectation operation, | · | is
the absolute value operation, I is the identity matrix, 0 is the
zero matrix, tr(·) is the trace of a matrix, and N(0, σ2) is a
real-value Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
σ2. Let z = [z1, . . . , zZ ] be a vector of length Z, then L1(z) =∑Z
i=1 |zi| is the L1 norm.
II. VLC COMPONENTS AND CHANNEL MODEL
In VLC, unlike RF systems, data is conveyed on the inten-
sity of the emitted light from the LEDs, therefore, frequency
and phase modulations cannot be applied. Moreover, due to
the characteristics of intensity modulation, transmitted signals
must be positive and real valued. Also, to ensure that the LED
is functioning in its dynamic range, the transmitted peak power
should not exceed a particular constant value. In this section,
different components of VLC systems are presented in addition
to VLC channel modeling.
Fig. 3 illustrates the basic VLC transceiver components.
At the transmitter, an illuminating device is utilized for data
modulation through IM/DD. There are a variety of light
sources that are available for optical communication, but the
commonly used ones are LEDs and laser diodes. Particularly,
LEDs are the most popular illuminating devices, due to their
low fabrication cost. They are composed of solid-state semi-
conductor devices that produce spontaneous optical radiation
when subjected to a voltage bias across the P-N junction [18].
The direct current (DC) bias excites the electrons resulting
in released energy in the form of photons. In most buildings,
white LEDs are preferred since objects seen under white LEDs
have similar colors to when seen under natural light. Two
common designs are considered for white LEDs. In the first
design, a blue LED with a yellow phosphor layer is utilized,
while in the second design, red, green, and blue (RGB) LEDs
are combined together. The first method is more popular, due
to its simplicity and low implementation cost. However, it
suffers from limited modulation bandwidth due to the intrinsic
properties of the phosphor coating. On the other hand, RGB
LEDs are more suitable for color shift keying modulation,
enabling higher achievable data rates [19].
It is recalled that VLC receivers comprise photo detec-
tors (PDs), also known as non-imaging receivers or imag-
ing (camera) sensors. These are used in order to convert
incident light power into electrical current proportional to
light intensity. A typical VLC receiver consists of an optical
filter, optical concentrator, PDs and pre-amplifier. The optical
filter eliminates interference from ambient light sources, while
the optical concentrator enlarges the effective reception area
of the PD without increasing its physical size. The optical
concentrator is characterized by three parameters, i.e., field of
view (FoV), refractive index, and radius. In order to increase
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Fig. 3. VLC transceiver components.
the achievable diversity gain of an optical communication
link, multiple receiving units can be deployed with different
orientations, optical filters, and concentrators. However, such
deployment comes at the expense of additional receiver size
and complexity. To address this issue, an imaging sensor with
a single wide FoV concentrator can be used to create multiple
images of the received signals. Imaging sensors consist of an
array of PDs that are integrated with the same circuit. It is
worth noting that the required large number of PDs to capture
high resolution photos renders them energy inefficient. It is
noted that the PDs area of a VLC system is much larger than
the corresponding wavelength. Consequently, the multipath
fading in an indoor VLC environment does not occur [20],
[21]. Nevertheless, indoor optical links suffer from dispersion,
modeled as linear baseband impulse response. Also, the indoor
optical wireless channels can be assumed quasi-static, due to
the relatively low mobility of users and connected objects in
indoor environments.
Typically, the channel of a VLC link can be modeled as
follows: With the non-line-of-sight components neglected in
front of stronger line-of-sight (LoS) ones, the DC channel gain
from the ith LED to the kth PD can be expressed by [1]
hk,i =
{
Ak
d2
k,i
Ro(ϕk,i)Ts(φk,i)g(φk,i) cos(φk,i), 0 6 φk,i 6 φc
0, otherwise,
(1)
where Ak denotes the PD area, dk,i is the distance between
the ith LED and kth PD, ϕk,i is the transmission angle from
the ith LED to the kth PD, φk,i denotes the incident angle
with respect to the receiver, and φc is the FoV of the PD.
These angles are well-illustrated in Fig. 4. Moreover, Ts(φk,i)
is the gain of the optical filter, and g(φk,i) is the gain of the
optical concentrator, expressed as
g(φk,i) =
{
n2
sin2(φc)
, 0 6 φk,i 6 φc
0, φk,i > φc.
(2)
Here, n is the refractive index and Ro(ϕk,i) is the Lambertian
radiant intensity given by
Ro(ϕk,i) =
m+ 1
2pi
(cos(ϕk,i))
m (3)
with m denoting the order of the Lambertian emission, namely
m =
ln (2)
ln
(
cos(ϕ1/2)
) (4)
Fig. 4. VLC channel model (link between LED i and PD k).
where ϕ1/2 is the LED semi-angle at half power. For a typical
VLC link, the received noise at the kth PD can be modeled
as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
σ2k = σ
2
k,sh + σ
2
k,th (5)
where σ2k,sh and σ
2
k,th are the variances of the shot and thermal
noises at the kth PD, respectively. The shot noise is caused
by the high rate of the physical photo-electronic conversion
process, whose variance can be written as
σ2k,sh = 2qB (ζkhk,ixi + IbgI2) (6)
where q represents the electronic charge, while ζk denotes
the detector responsivity. Also, xi is the transmitted signal
by the ith LED, B is the corresponding bandwidth, Ibg is
the background current, and I2 denotes the noise bandwidth
factor. On the other hand, the thermal noise results from the
transimpedance receiver circuitry and its variance at the kth
PD is given by
σ2k,th =
8piKTk
G
ηAkI2B
2 +
16pi2KTkγ
gm
η2A2kI3B
3 (7)
where K is the Boltzmann’s constant, Tk is the absolute
temperature, G is the open-loop voltage gain, Ak is the PD
area, η is the PD’s fixed capacitance per unit area, γ is the
field-effect transistor (FET) channel noise factor, g is the FET
transconductance, and I3 = 0.0868 [1]. Modern infrastructures
are commonly equipped with LED fixtures or arrays. A single
fixture is composed of Q LEDs, and may be viewed as a single
VLC source,1 with the DC channel gain given by
hk,j =

Ak
Q∑
i=1
d−2k,j,iRo(ϕk,j,i)Ts(φk,j,i)g(φk,j,i) cos(φk,j,i),
0 ≤ φk,j,i ≤ φc
0, otherwise
(8)
1In the remaining of this paper, we interchangeably designate by LED a
fixture of LEDs.
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where dk,j,i and ϕk,j,i denote the respective distance and
transmission angle between the ith LED in the jth fixture and
the kth PD, and φk,j,i is the incident angle with respect to
the receiver. Since the separation between LEDs in the same
fixture is negligible compared to the distance between the
fixture and the kth PD, then distances and angles implicating
index i can be assumed approximately the same for all LEDs.
Hence, the channel gain from the jth fixture to the kth PD
can be given by
hk,j ≈
{
Q hk,i, 0 ≤ φk,j,i ≤ φc, ∀i
0, otherwise. (9)
In the following sections, we provide an in-depth study of
the common MA schemes in the context of VLC.
III. NOMA FOR VLC
A. Background
Inspired by promising multiplexing gains achieved by con-
ventional MA techniques, which were developed for RF
systems, optical MA have received great attention recently.
To this end, conventional OMA schemes such as OFDMA
and TDMA have been extensively studied in the context of
VLC, in which users are allocated orthogonal frequency/time
resources. In the same context, several optical OFDM-based
MA techniques were proposed, such as DC biased opti-
cal OFDM, asymmetrically clipped OFDM, asymmetrically
clipped DC-biased optical OFDM, fast-OFDM and, polar-
OFDM. However, OFDM suffers from high peak-to-average
power ratio, which is difficult to overcome in VLC systems
due to the non-linearity of LEDs [11], [22]–[25]. OMA
schemes efficiently mitigate interference among users’ signals
by allocating orthogonal resources. However, the number of
served users is limited and cannot exceed the number of
available orthogonal resources. This concern is also true for
VLC systems.
Motivated by the above, researchers have recently focused
on the design of novel NOMA techniques as a promising
candidate to enhance spectral efficiency in 5G and beyond
networks [13]. The key principle is to allow different users
to share the same frequency resources simultaneously at the
expense of multi-user interference (MUI). To perform multi-
user detection (MUD), different users are assigned distinct
power levels based on their channels gain, which is referred
to as P-NOMA, or different spreading sequence, known as
C-NOMA [13], [26], [27]. In RF systems, P-NOMA was
considered as a candidate for the downlink communication of
various standardizations activities such as the 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP) standard LTE Release 13 [28].
Furthermore, P-NOMA has been envisioned as a key solution
in 5G mobile systems [20]. On the other hand, both P-
NOMA and C-NOMA have been considered for the uplink
communication, in order to serve a larger number of users. In
downlink P-NOMA systems, superposition coding (SC) at the
base station and SIC at the receiver are utilized to transmit and
detect the intended user’s signal by eliminating users’ signals
with higher power levels, respectively. While, in the uplink P-
NOMA systems, the transmitted power is limited by the end
users, the transmitted power of each individual user should be
carefully adjusted such that the user with better channel gain
will have more power contribution in the received signal. At
the base station, the user with the best channel gain is decoded
first. Then, a subsequent SIC is performed in order to decode
the messages of the weaker users, which is the opposite of the
downlink P-NOMA [20], [28].
In C-NOMA, users are multiplexed in the code domain,
in which each user is assigned a different code. Unlike the
conventional code-division multiple access (CDMA), where
dense spreading sequences are used, C-NOMA utilizes non-
orthogonal sequences with low cross correlation or sparse
spreading sequences to efficiently reduce the inter-user inter-
ference [29]–[32], and hence, enhance the overall system per-
formance. Specifically, optimal performance can be achieved
in C-NOMA based VLC systems by exploiting optical code
sequences [33]. At the receiver, multi-user detection can then
be realized by adopting message passing algorithms (MPA).
It is noted that different versions of C-NOMA have been
developed, such as low-density spreading (LDS)-CDMA [34],
low-density spreading (LDS)-OFDM [35], and sparse code
multiple access (SCMA) [36]. LDS-CDMA utilizes low den-
sity spreading sequences in order to reduce the interference
on each chip compared to the traditional CDMA. On the
other hand, LDS-OFDM can be thought as a combination
of both OFDM and LDS-CDMA, where the resulted chips
from the implementation of LDS-CDMA are transmitted over
a set of sub-carriers. Finally, SCMA is a form of LDS-CDMA,
where the information bits can be directly mapped to a distinct
sparse codeword. Yet, although C-NOMA has a potential to
enhance spectral efficiency, it requires additional bandwidth,
challenging codebook design and is not easily applicable to the
current systems compared to P-NOMA, which has a simple
implementation in the existing networks. For theses reasons,
most of the research on NOMA systems have extensively
considered the performance of P-NOMA [20], [37], [38]. In
VLC systems, the research on C-NOMA is limited only to
[32]. Therefore, it requires further investigation in the context
of VLC. It is also worth noting that uplink VLC is impractical
due to the power limitations of portable devices and the
unpleasant radiance produced by end users. So, it is expected
that the current VLC technologies will rely on RF or infrared
in the uplink communications [39]–[41]. Consequently, most
of the research efforts on NOMA in VLC systems have
focused on the downlink scenario. A basic system model for
two-user downlink P-NOMA in VLC systems is illustrated in
Fig. 5.
For indoor VLC systems, P-NOMA is preferred for several
reasons [42]. First, P-NOMA depends on the channel state
information, which can be readily available in VLC systems.
Second, P-NOMA achieves the best performance in the high
SNR regime, which is a common SNR regime in VLC
channels [3]. Third, P-NOMA performs best when users’ chan-
nels are distinct. In VLC systems, the underlying symmetry
issue of the channels has been addressed in [43], where the
authors proposed reducing channels’ symmetry by an adaptive
tuning of the semi-angle of the LEDs and the receiver’s FoV,
as well as in [44], where advance receiver structures were
considered. Finally, P-NOMA can be easily integrated with
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Fig. 5. Scenario of two users P-NOMA in VLC.
various technologies, such as MIMO and cooperative networks
[36]. All these reasons motivated an important study focus on
P-NOMA based VLC systems.
B. Superposition Coding and Successive Interference Can-
cellation
SC was first introduced in 1972 by Cover [45] as a method
to transmit different signals to several receivers through a
single source. To make SC practical, the transmitter encodes
the data of two users as a two-layer single signal. Then, one
receiver recovers the messages of the two layers, while the
other recovers only one message from one-layer and ignores
the message of the second layer. SC is realized by allocating
higher power coefficients to users with the weakest channel
conditions. On the other hand, users with strongest channel
gains are assigned the lowest power levels [28]. For instance,
in Fig. 5, the second user U2 is allocated fraction P2 of the
total power, and the first user U1 is allocated P1, such that
P1 < P2. Since the weaker user U2 is allocated higher power,
it can directly decode its signal while treating the signals of
the other users as noise. On the other hand, using SIC, U1
has to remove the interference by decoding U2 signal, before
detecting its own signal.
C. NOMA in VLC
Several studies have considered the performance of dif-
ferent NOMA configurations in VLC systems. In [31], the
symbol error rate (SER) of C-NOMA-based VLC system was
investigated, where users demonstrated identical error rate
performance at different locations. On the other hand, recent
published papers have shown that in VLC systems, P-NOMA
is an efficient MA scheme for the aforementioned reasons
[43], [46], [47]. Furthermore, reported results showed that
NOMA2 outperforms OMA techniques, such as OFDMA and
TDMA, in terms of system capacity and number of simulta-
neously served users, particularly in single-input single-output
broadcast channels and for certain channel strength disparities
among users [48]–[51]. The work in [52] considered the
performance of NOMA VLC system when users have random
vertical orientations. In particular, the authors proposed users
scheduling techniques and feedback mechanisms to boost the
spectral efficiency. Moreover, a hybrid NOMA-OFDM system
was investigated and shown to have superior performance
in terms of the achievable rate over OMA-OFDM systems
[53], [54]. Likewise, for uplink NOMA-based VLC commu-
nications, joint detection was proposed in [55] to decode the
messages of multiple users.
Although NOMA is efficient for scenarios where the number
of users is higher than the number of available orthogonal
resources, its complexity grows rapidly and proportionally to
the number of users, since the kth user needs to decode the
messages of the k − 1 users before detecting its own signal.
To address this issue, a simple approach is to group users into
small clusters, such that users of the same cluster communicate
using NOMA, while the different clusters are scheduled using
an OMA technique.
Particularly, MIMO can be leveraged to provide additional
gains for transmissions, which can be realized through pre-
coded SC and hybrid SDMA-NOMA or OMA. In precoded
SC, all users are sorted based on their effective precoded
channel gains in a single cluster [56]–[58]. On the contrary,
in hybrid SDMA/NOMA/OMA, users are grouped in clusters
separated by SDMA3 [59], where the users of a single cluster
are served using NOMA. It was demonstrated in [59] and
[60] that MIMO-NOMA outperforms MIMO-OMA in terms
of sum rate and user fairness. However, despite the afore-
mentioned advantages of MIMO-NOMA systems, they come
at the expense of a complex transmitter design, where joint
optimization of signals precoding/decoding orders is required
for different users.
As explained earlier, MIMO design can be realized by
assuming multiple transmitting LEDs and multiple PDs at the
receiver. Such a system cannot employ the same power allo-
cation method designed for single transmitting LED NOMA
VLC systems, such as gain ratio power allocation (GRPA)
[21]. Accordingly, several power allocation strategies have
been proposed in the literature for MIMO-NOMA RF systems,
e.g., hybrid precoding and post-detection [61], and signal
alignment [62], [63]. However, their counterpart in the MIMO-
NOMA VLC is almost non-existent. To our knowledge, only
Chen et al. investigated NOMA-based MIMO VLC systems
and proposed a power allocation strategy, called normalized
gain difference power allocation (NGDPA) [64]. The reported
results for NGDPA illustrated a sum rate improvement of
2In the remaining of the paper, P-NOMA is designated by NOMA.
3SDMA is discussed in detail in Section IV.
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29.1% compared to GRPA.
Multi-cell NOMA in the context of VLC has also not
been well-investigated in the literature. In [65], Zhang et al.
proposed a user grouping scheme based on users locations
to minimize the interference caused by multi-cell deploy-
ment. Further, the authors in [66] proposed a joint NOMA
transmission scheme to serve users in overlapping regions
of different cells. In [67], Shi et al. investigated the use
of offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM)/OFDM-
NOMA modulation in a multi-cell VLC system. Although
NOMA schemes outperform OMA-based VLC systems in
terms of spectral efficiency, the multiplexing gain of NOMA is
highly affected by channel symmetry. In the context of VLC,
channel symmetry is a major challenge as the communication
is usually due to the LoS scenario [39], [42]. Indeed for
small cell design, where the number of users is considered
relatively large, it is inefficient to multiplex all users using
NOMA, as this may lead to an increased complexity and
unsuccessful SIC operation. Therefore, hybrid NOMA/OMA
schemes are promising solutions to realize a trade-off between
multiplexing gain, computational complexity, and error prop-
agation. In hybrid NOMA/OMA systems, users are split into
multiple groups, where users within the same group employ
NOMA, while different groups are multiplexed using OMA.
User pairing and grouping represents key challenge in hybrid
NOMA/OMA systems that requires sophisticated algorithms
to have the full potentials of NOMA. However in VLC
systems, as users mobility is low, the variation in the channel
conditions is relatively small, hence, user pairing and grouping
requires less complicated algorithms compared to RF systems.
The effect of user paring and grouping has been extensively
studied in RF systems [68]–[72], but, its application in VLC
systems requires further investigations. For instance, in [49],
[73], the authors adopted channel gain-based pairing strategy
that aims to maximize the system’s throughput. This strategy
relies on selecting two users with the most distinctive channel
gains to perform NOMA. However, their approach causes high
interference to users with correlated channels. In [74], the
authors proposed individual and group-based NOMA users
pairing in a VLC system and showed that near-optimal sum-
rate performance can be achieved. Moreover, user grouping
based on users’ locations was proposed in [65] in order to
reduce the interference in VLC multi-cell networks, where
users in each group are served by only one access point using
NOMA. On the other hand, the authors in [75] proposed a
hybrid OMA/NOMA scheme for attocellular VLC based on
a smart transmitter to select dynamically the adequate MA
technique according to the environment conditions. Finally,
in [76], the authors proposed an efficient user paring for
the cases of having odd and even number of users. First
users are ordered in ascending order based on the channel
strength, then, they are either grouped into two or three groups
depending on whether the number of the uses is even or odd.
Then pairing is performed by choosing one user from each
group starting from the users with the lowest channel gain.
Reducing channels’ correlation for the end users is another
method of enhancing the performance of NOMA system.
In [43], the authors proposed an adaptive adjustment of the
semi-angle of the LEDs and the FoV of the PD in order to
create dissimilar channels. Additionally, the use of different
advanced receiver structures to reduce channels correlation is
a potential solution that may be further investigated [44]. Nev-
ertheless, the enhancement of NOMA performance through
reducing channels symmetry need to be further explored in
the context of VLC. Finally, it is noted that NOMA based
hybrid VLC/RF systems have been proposed as acceptable
solutions that compensate for the limitation of VLC systems,
particularly in uplink communication scenarios [77]–[79]. In
the same context, hybrid wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM)-NOMA has been proposed in [80], where multi-color
LEDs are used to allow simultaneous transmissions at different
wavelengths. Relevant work on NOMA in VLC is summarized
in Table II.
IV. SDMA FOR VLC
A. Background
In recent building designs, it is common to have multiple
illuminating LEDs in indoor spaces. In VLC systems, channel
access can be realized either through multiple access channel
(MAC) or broadcast channel (BC). Most research effort has
focused on the analysis of downlink BC of MU-MIMO, with
an emphasis on the data rate performance. Such systems expe-
rience interference when orthogonal frequency/time resources
are limited. MUI is a common issue in MU-MIMO systems,
which can be eliminated at the receiver using an efficient
MUD technique [81], [82]. However, the implementation of
MUD in VLC systems suffers from high complexity and
energy inefficiency. Therefore, SDMA, which is based on data
precoding at the transmitter, constitutes a promising alternative
solution.
B. SDMA in VLC
An early implementation of SDMA is based on block
diagonalization (BD), a generalized form of channel inversion
precoding [83]. Although BD is a simple linear precoding
technique, its application is limited to the scenario where the
number of transmitting LEDs is larger than the total number
of served users, i.e., overloaded regime. The authors in [84]
used BD precoding in downlink MU-MIMO VLC and showed
that BD is constrained by the correlation of the involved
wireless links. Hence, a scheme that reduces this correlation
was proposed, based on the adjustment of PDs’ FoVs. Yu et al.
developed in [85] linear zero-forcing (ZF) and ZF dirty paper
coding (ZF-DPC) schemes in order to eliminate MUI and max-
imize the throughput or max-min fairness. However, in [86],
the authors relaxed the ZF condition by applying the minimum
mean squared error (MMSE) as a performance metric for the
precoder design, in both perfect and imperfect CSI scenarios.
In [87], an optimal mean squared error (MSE) precoder was
designed in order to minimize the BER, under per-LED power
constraints. The transceiver design was later simplified by
adopting a ZF precoder. The corresponding results showed
that the simplified scheme outperforms the conventional ZF
precoder in terms of BER, while MSE achieves the best
performance. Similar designs were proposed in [88], where an
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TABLE II
VLC RELATED WORK ON NOMA.
Reference System Model Objective Findings
[31] Single-cell downlink C-NOMA Analysis and evaluation of the SER Using adequate power allocation, users atdifferent locations achieve almost an identical SER
[43] Single-cell downlink NOMA Derivation of closed-form expressionfor the bit error rate (BER) Closed-form expressions match simulation results
[49] Single-cell downlink NOMA
Derivation of closed-form expressions
for the coverage probability
and ergodic sum rate
NOMA outperforms conventional OMA scheme
[52] Single-cell downlink NOMA
Derivation of closed-form expressions
for the sum rate and outage
probability
Analytical results agree with simulation results
and near-optimal sum rate is achieved using
a limited feedback scheme
[53], [54]
Single-cell downlink NOMA-OFDM Maximization of the sum rate NOMA-OFDM is superior to OMA-OFDM system,in terms of achievable data rate
[55] Single-cell uplink NOMA Evaluation of BER based on phasepre-distorted joint detection
Improved BER performance compared to
NOMA based on SIC for different power values
[64] MIMO-NOMA Maximization of the sum rate NGDPA improves the sum rateperformance compared to GRPA
[65] Downlink MU-multi-cell NOMA Maximization of the sum rateand max-min rate criterion
User grouping and power allocation optimized,
hence achieving higher sum user rate than OMA
[66] Downlink MU-multi-cell NOMA Maximization of the sum rate Joint transmission (JT) NOMA achieves higher sumrates compared to the frequency reuse factor-2 NOMA
[67] Downlink MU-multi-cellOQAM/OFDM-NOMA
Evaluation of spectral efficiency,
BER, and error vector magnitude
Proposed scheme outperforms OFDM-NOMA
and is more robust to inter-cell interference
[75] Multi-cell hybrid OMA/NOMA Evaluation of sum rate, outageprobability, and fairness performances
Dynamically selecting the adequate MA technique
achieves better performances that static configuration
[77], [78]
Downlink hybrid VLC/RF Maximization of the sum rate
Optimal joint user grouping and power allocation
based on game theory was proposed; this outperforms
the standard opportunistic scheme
[79]
Cooperative NOMA VLC/RF with
simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT)
Derivation of closed-form expression
for the outage probability
A trade-off on rate splitting allows outage performance
balancing among users
[80] Hybrid WDM-NOMA Maximization of the sum rate WDM-NOMA outperforms NOMA in terms of sum rate
optimal ZF precoder was obtained using an iterative concave-
convex procedure, aiming at maximizing the achievable per-
user data rate. Then, the authors simplified the precoder design
using the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approximation. In
[89], Shen et al. proposed a different beamforming technique
aiming at maximizing the sum rate of a virtual MIMO VLC
system. Beamforming was designed using the sequential para-
metric convex approximation method, and it has been shown
through simulations that it outperforms conventional ZF-based
beamforming, particularly for highly correlated VLC channels
and low optical transmit power. Likewise, Marshoud et al.
developed in [90] an optical adaptive precoding for downlink
MIMO VLC systems, under perfect and imperfect CSI. BER
results showed that their scheme is more robust to imperfect
CSI and channel correlation than conventional channel inver-
sion precoding. Authors of [91] proposed precoding for an
OFDM-based MU-MIMO VLC system, where precoding is
applied at each sub-carrier, using ZF and MMSE techniques.
This led to the enhancement of the sum rate performance at
high SNR and for the case of uncorrelated channels. In [92],
the sum rate maximization problem was reformulated as a
weighted MMSE (WMMSE) problem to jointly design the BD
precoding and receive filter coefficients. A similar approach
was also considered in [93]. Finally, Adasme et al. proposed
in [94] a hybrid approach, called spatial TDMA (STDMA),
where full connectivity is achieved by allowing simultaneous
data rate transmission of multiple nodes within an optimized
schedule.
The contribution in [95], [96] focused on precoding de-
signs for coordinated multi-point (CoMP) MU-MIMO VLC
systems. Through numerical analysis, the authors showed
improvements in terms of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ra-
tio (SINR) and weighted sum MSE (WSMSE), respectively.
Additionally, Yin et al. considered in [97], [98] different
SDMA grouping algorithms to obtain a trade-off between the
Jain’s fairness index and area spectral efficiency for a CoMP-
VLC system through the utilization of linear ZF precoding.
The authors in [99] proposed a joint precoder and equalizer
design based on interference alignment for MU multi-cell
MIMO VLC systems under imperfect CSI. In [100], different
levels of coordination/cooperation were considered using a ZF
precoder.
It is worth noting that SDMA can be also realized using an
angle diversity transmitter (ADT), which consists of multiple
directional narrow-beam LED elements. An ADT creates inde-
pendent narrow-band beams (by reducing the FoVs of LEDs)
towards spatially deployed users, while achieving the same
coverage as a single wide-beam transmitter [101]–[103]. ADTs
can also replace conventional single-element transmitters in
multi-cell scenarios such that more power is directed towards
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each user, and hence, improving the communication’s reliabil-
ity [104]. In order to avoid interference among users, spatial
separation needs to be implemented by adequately allocating
transmit power to the beams. Subsequently, each receiver
attempts to detect its signal by treating any interference as
noise. In spite of the ADT’s interference reduction potential,
it requires a complex optical front-end to supply independent
signals to multiple LED elements.
Compared to NOMA, SDMA simplifies the transmitter and
receiver designs. However, it becomes inefficient as soon as
the number of users exceeds the number of transmit LEDs, i.e.,
an overloaded scenario. It should be noted that the number of
LEDs has to be more than or equal to the number of users
in order to guarantee interference reduction. Moreover, since
SDMA depends highly on the CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) in
order to mitigate interference, its performance degrades with
imperfect CSI [90], [105], [106]. Finally, due to the unique
characteristics of IM/DD, which require signals to be real and
unipolar, it is very difficult to pair orthogonal users together,
as in RF systems. The accomplished work on SDMA in VLC
is summarized in Table III.
V. RSMA FOR VLC
Although NOMA realizes simultaneous transmission of a
large number of users in overloaded scenarios and SDMA
achieves spatial separation between users in underloaded sce-
narios, their performance is highly dependent on users’ deploy-
ments, channel conditions, and availability of CSIT. Therefore,
a generalized configuration, which can optimize the utilization
of resources for both overloaded and underloaded scenarios
and provide more robustness to CSIT estimation errors, is of
paramount importance. This was the main motivation behind
the proposal of RSMA as a generalized scheme, where NOMA
and SDMA can be considered as special cases.
A. Background
The basic concept of rate-splitting was first introduced in
[107] for a two users single-input single-output BC scenario.
In [14], [108], RSMA was proposed as a powerful and gen-
eralized MA technique for RF systems. It was demonstrated
that RSMA could potentially offer tactile improvements as a
MA technique, by allowing wireless networks to efficiently
serve multiple users with different capabilities in overloaded
and underloaded scenarios. According to the key principle of
RSMA, which relies on the implementation of linear precoding
at the transmitter and SIC at the receiver, it has been shown
that this MA scheme is capable of bridging the gap between
NOMA and SDMA techniques. In RSMA, users’ messages are
split into common and private parts at the transmitter. Then, a
combiner is used to multiplex the common parts of all users
and encode them into a single common stream. Meanwhile,
the private parts are encoded separately into multiple private
streams. Subsequently, a linear precoder is used to mitigate
MUI. Finally, all precoded streams are superimposed on the
same signal and sent over a VLC BC channel. At each user,
the common stream is decoded and the user’s intended data
is extracted. Then, interference introduced by the common
stream is eliminated using SIC, as in NOMA. Subsequently,
the private part of each user message can be decoded, while
treating the private parts of other users messages as noise, as
in SDMA. This mechanism is illustrated in (Fig. 1, [14]).
RSMA depends mainly on the splitting design of messages
and power allocation strategies between common and private
parts of users’ messages. Extensive research efforts have
been devoted to the investigation of these issues in order to
improve the efficiency of RSMA in the context of RF. In
[14], the authors provided an analytical framework to study
the performance of RSMA in MU-MISO BC channels. The
reported results proved that RSMA outperforms NOMA and
SDMA in terms of sum rate for different users’ setups. Dai
et al. investigated in [109] RSMA with massive MIMO and
imperfect CSIT. They proposed a hierarchical-rate-splitting
(HRS) framework where two different types of common mes-
sages are defined, which can be decoded by either all users or
by a subset of them. Then, the associated sum rate performance
was investigated in order to adjust the precoders of common
messages. Numerical results illustrated the superiority of HRS
compared to conventional techniques such as TDMA and
BC with user scheduling. This work was extended in [110]
to a MU millimeter wave (mmWave) case, where CSIT is
either statistical or quantized. Similar to [109], Joudeh et al.
proposed in [111] a hybrid RSMA messages precoding in or-
der to achieve max-min fairness amongst multiple co-channel
multicast groups. The superiority of their approach is proved
through degree-of-freedom analysis and simulation results.
The authors in [112] evaluated the robustness of RSMA, in the
presence of hardware impairments, such as phase distortion
and thermal noises, and the availability of perfect/imperfect
CSIT. In addition, Abdelhamid et al. investigated in [113] the
use of channel inversion precoding for MU-MIMO RSMA
system, where phase-shift-keying was the adopted modulation
scheme. Results showed that RS combined with channel
inversion has a significant sum rate improvement compared
to RS with ZF or other MA schemes. Moreover, the authors
in [114] incorporated RS with DPC to achieve the largest rate
region for MISO BC with partial CSIT for different network
loads and users’ deployments. In [115], Hao et al. proposed
a practical scheme for private symbols encoding in RSMA
using the conventional ZF beamforming. Then, they studied
the sum rate performance for a two-user BC channel with
limited CSI feedback. In [116], the authors considered the
trade-off between the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency
for RSMA in multi-antenna BC channels. It was shown that
RSMA achieves a significant improvement in terms of spectral
and energy efficiency. The use of RSMA in the downlink
of a MISO SWIPT BC channel was investigated in [117].
The sum rate performance of rate-splitting was evaluated and
compared with other MA schemes. A further study of RSMA
in downlink CoMP JT networks was considered in [118],
where results showed the superiority of RS in JT over SDMA-
or NOMA-based JT. Also, in [119], Zhang et al. considered
a cooperative rate splitting strategy based on the three-node
relay channel, and demonstrated the enhanced performance of
this scheme compared to cooperative-based NOMA. Similar
results were reported in [120], where the max-min fairness
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TABLE III
VLC RELATED WORK ON SDMA.
Reference System Model Objective Findings
[83], [84]
MU-MISO with BD precoding Evaluation of the BER With enough transmit power, a data rate of 100 Mbpsis achieved for BER=10−6
[85] MU-MISO with ZFor ZF-DPC precoding
Maximization of the throughput
and max-min fairness
ZF-DPC outperforms linear ZF, in particular when
users are close to each other
[86] MU-MISO with MMSE precoding
Evaluation of the optimal linear
MMSE precoder under perfect
and imperfect CSIT
Linear MMSE precoding is able to separate
the broadcast signals at the VLC receivers
[87] MU-MISO with MMSE/ZF precoding Minimization of the MSEand evaluation of the BER
MMSE precoding achieves beast results,
while proposed simplified ZF approaches MMSE
performance for a small number of (or dispersed) users
[88] MU-MISO with ZF precoding Maximization of the sum rateand max-min fairness
The generalized-inverse ZF design achieves better
performance than the pseudo-inverse ZF design,
in particular for high SNRs
[89] MU-MISO with ZF precoding Maximization of the sum rate
The proposed approach does not restrict the co-channel
interference to zero, and thus, achieves a higher sum
rate than conventional ZF techniques
[90] MU-MISO with adaptive precoding
Derivation of closed-form expression
and evaluation of BER under perfect
and imperfect CSIT
Adaptive precoding provides significant performance
enhancement compared to conventional channel
inversion precoding
[91] MU-MIMO OFDM with ZF/MMSEprecoding Evaluation of the spectral efficiency
Sub-carrier with higher index achieves a higher
spectral efficiency, particularly for highly correlated
users, and MMSE outperforms ZF for low
transmit power and close users
[92] MU-MISO with BD precoding Maximization of the sum ratewith imperfect CSIT
Robust precoding is designed using BD and WMMSE
to suppress MUI and channel estimation errors
[93] MU-MIMO with jointMMSE precoding and equalizing
Minimization of the MSE
and evaluation of the BER
in presence of CSIT errors
Proposed joint optimization method demonstrates BER
improvements when experiencing imperfect CSIT
[94] MU-STDMA Minimization of the total schedulingtime and power consumption
STDMA achieves full connectivity, and the
proposed greedy algorithm significantly reduces
the processing time
[95], [96]
Multi-cell MU-MIMO CoMP
with MMSE precoding Minimization of the WSMSE
Proposed approach realizes low-complexity interference
mitigation compared to CoMP JT
[97], [98]
CoMP SDMA with ZF precoding Evaluation of the Jain’s fairness indexand of area spectral efficiency
The proposed grouping algorithm achieves better
area spectral efficiency-fairness trade-off compared
to existing benchmarks
[99] Multi-cell MU-MIMO jointMMSE precoding and equalizing
Minimization of the MSE
and sum rate evaluation
with imperfect CSIT
The joint design of the precoder and equalizer
efficiently reduces inter-user interference and
inter-cell interference, and achieves better performance
compared to existing MMSE and max-rate designs
[100] Multi-cell MU-MIMO CoMPwith ZF precoding Maximization of the sum rate
Partial cooperative precoding and coordinated precoding
outperform per-cell coordinated precoding when the
number of users is not large compared to the
number of the LEDs or for high transmit power
[102], [103]
SDMA using ADTs Evaluation of the throughput
The use of ADTs improves the performance of
multi-user systems, and optical SDMA outperforms
optical TDMA in terms of throughput
[104] Attocell SDMA downlink using ADT Derivation of closed-formexpression for the spectral efficiency
inter-cell interference is mitigated and optical SDMA
outperforms optical TDMA
[106] MU-MIMO using ADTs
Maximization of the minimum SINR
and evaluation of the rate per-user
with imprefect CSIT
The proposed precoding and receiver design is robust
to channel estimation errors and achieves significant
gains compared to non-robust receiver design
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Fig. 6. RSMA-based two-user MISO VLC system.
was used as a metric for a K-user MISO BC with user’s
relaying cooperative communication. The authors in [121]
adopted an RS strategy to overcome the saturation occurred in
multi-pair MIMO relay systems with imperfect CSIT. The use
of RSMA in cloud radio access network was considered in
[122]. Yu et al. proposed an enhanced RSMA technique that
outperforms the original RSMA through careful grouping of
common signals that are chosen using hierarchical clustering
with inter-UEs dissimilarity metric, defined based on channel
directions. Additionally, the superiority of RSMA over other
MA schemes was investigated for satellite systems in [123],
where users achieved max-min fairness for multi-beam satel-
lite communications under CSIT uncertainty with minimum
inter-beam interference. Finally, RSMA was considered in
[124] for cellular-connected drones, where the authors inves-
tigated the energy efficiency of RSMA and NOMA schemes
in a mmWave downlink transmission scenario.
Despite the extensive research efforts on RSMA for different
systems in the RF domain, its applicability in VLC systems
has not yet been explored. Therefore, in this article, we provide
preliminary results on the performance of RSMA in VLC
systems, and compare its capacity gain with respect to existing
VLC MA techniques. Furthermore, we give insights into the
challenges and future research directions for RSMA-based
VLC systems.
B. RSMA-Based VLC
The concept of RSMA was proposed to a multi-antenna
BC channel in [14] to bridge the gap between two extreme
MA schemes, namely NOMA and SDMA. Mao et al. showed
that RSMA works best in the multiple-input case. In the VLC
context, this can be realized using several transmitting LEDs
to create a BC channel towards several users. Hence, in this
survey, we analyze the performance of RSMA in a downlink
MU-MISO BC VLC system.
1) System Model
For the sake of simplicity but without a loss of generality,
we assume two transmitting LEDs that send messages to
two single-PD users, as depicted in Fig. 6. Messages U1
and U2 are intended to users 1 and 2, respectively. U1 is
divided into two parts: private part U11 and common part
U121 . Similarly, U2 is divided into U
2
2 and U
12
2 . Then, the two
private messages, U11 and U
2
2 , are encoded into private streams
s1 and s2, respectively. Then, from a common codebook,
U121 and U
12
2 are combined and encoded into one common
stream s12. Without loss of generality, we assume that si
(i ∈ {1, 2, 12}) is randomly selected from a pulse amplitude
modulation constellation with zero mean and normalized range
{−1, 1}. Let s = [s1, s2, s12]T be the transmitted symbols
vector, with E(ssT ) = I. It is further assumed that the non-
linear response of the LED is compensated through digital pre-
disposition [125]. To reduce MUI, a linear precoding matrix
P = [p1,p2,p12] is considered, where pi = [pi,1 pi,2]T ∈
R2×1 is the precoding vector for the ith stream. A DC bias
dDC ∈ R2×1 is added in order to ensure positive signals,
which is required by the LEDs. Hence, the transmitted signal,
x ∈ R+2×1, can be written as
x = [x1, x2]
T
= Ps+ dDC =
∑
i∈{1,2,12}
pisi + dDC (10)
and the received signal at the kth PD, after optical-to-electrical
conversion, is expressed as
yk = ςζh
T
k x+ nk, ∀k ∈ {1, 2} (11)
where ς is the conversion factor of any LED, ζ is the respon-
sivity of any PD, hk = [hk,1, hk,2]T is the DC channel gain
vector between the kth PD and the transmitting LEDs, where
each element is expressed as given in (9), and nk ∼ N(0, σ2k)
is the additive white Gaussian noise, representing the thermal
and shot noise, with zero-mean and variance σ2k. Due to the
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low mobility of indoor users, we assume that the channel gains
are constant during the transmission, and that perfect CSI
is available at the transmitter. In order to accurately design
the precoding matrix P, the following constraints need to be
satisfied to ensure that the LEDs work in their dynamic range
L1(pl) =
∑
i∈1,2,12
|pl,i|
= min (dDC , Pmax − dDC) , ∀l ∈ {1, 2}. (12)
The MMSE equalizer for the common stream is utilized
at the kth user for signal detection [86], followed by SIC as
follows: First, user k decodes the common signal s12 while
treating the other signals as noise. Hence, the received SINR
at the kth user, for the common signal, is expressed as
γ12k =
(
hTk p12
)2(
hTk p1
)2
+
(
hTk p2
)2
+ σˆ2k
, ∀k ∈ {1, 2} (13)
where σˆ2k = σ
2
k/ (ςζ)
2 is the normalized received noise power.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that ςζ = 1, and thus
σˆ2k = σ
2
k. Then, the effect of the common signal is removed
using SIC. This allows for the detection of the private signal by
first employing the MMSE equalizer, and then user k attempts
to decode its private message sk, while treating the signals of
other user as noise. Consequently, the received SINR at user
k, for its private signal, can be written as
γkk =
(
hTk pk
)2(
hTk pk¯
)2
+ σ2k
, ∀(k, k¯) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)} (14)
and the achieved data rate at user k is expressed by [14]
R12k = log2(1 + γ
12
k ), (15)
and
Rkk = log2(1 + γ
k
k ), ∀k ∈ {1, 2} (16)
where R12k and R
k
k are the data rates for the common and
private signals, respectively. In order to ensure successful
decoding of the common stream s12 at both users, the common
rate shall not exceed R12 = min(R121 , R
12
2 ). The targeted com-
mon rate for each user can be achieved if R12 is adequately
shared between the two users, i.e., R12 =
∑2
k=1Rk,com,
where Rk,com is the kth user portion of the common rate.
Consequently, the total achievable data rate of user k, denoted
Rk,ov, can be expressed by [14]
Rk,ov = Rk,com +R
k
k, ∀k ∈ {1, 2}. (17)
2) Problem Formulation
Although conventional precoders, such as ZF and ZF-DPC,
are simple and can efficiently remove MUI, they suffer from
performance degradation at low SNR values. Consequently,
there is a need for optimal precoding in order to maximize an
objective function, e.g., sum rate, weighted sum rate (WSR),
proportional fairness, or max-min fairness [88], under QoS
requirements and per-LED transmit power constraints to take
into account the nature of the optical signals, which are real
and positive valued. Inspired by the MMSE precoding method
Algorithm 1 Alternating Optimization Algorithm
1: Initialize k ←− 0, P[k], R[k]
2: repeat
3: k ←− k + 1; P[k − 1]←− P
4: Update the WMMSE weights w←− w(P[k − 1])
5: Update the receive filter gains α←− α(P[k − 1])
6: Solve (P1) using WMMSE transformation for updated (w, α),
then update (P, v)
7: until |R[k]−R[k − 1]| ≤ δ.
presented in [126], we maximize the WSR of the studied MU-
MISO VLC system. For a given weights vector w = [w1, w2],
the WSR maximization problem (P1) can be expressed as
follows:
max
P,Rcom
R(w) =
2∑
k=1
wk Rk,ov (P1)
s.t. L1(pl) ≤ ε, ∀l ∈ {1, 2} (P1.a)
2∑
k=1
Rk,com ≤ R12 (P1.b)
Rcom ≥ 0 (P1.d)
where Rcom = [R1,com, R2,com] is the common rate vector.
(P1) is non-convex due to the presence of variables pk (k ∈
{1, 2}) in the denominator of the SINR expressions (13)-(14).
Thus, its solution is not straightforward. Similar to [127], we
opt for problem reformulation, where the objective becomes
the minimization of the weighted MMSE, and is achieved by
jointly optimizing the WMMSE precoding vectors and MSE
equalizer weights. To obtain a local optimum, we utilize alter-
nating optimization (AO) detailed in Algorithm 1 [127], where
k is the iteration index, w is the MMSE weights vector, α is
the MSE receiver weights vector, v is the transformation of
Rcom, and δ is the tolerance threshold. In order to converge to
a maximum WSR, the algorithm alternates between WMMSE
precoding design and MSE equalizer weights design. For
further details on the AO procedure, we refer the reader to
Sections IV and V in [127]. Finally, the reformulated problem
can be solved using optimization software such as CVX in
MATLAB [128]. It is noted that the AO algorithm converges
faster and achieves better performance than other types of
precoding optimization algorithms. However, its complexity
increases with the number of users.
3) NOMA and SDMA as Special Cases of RSMA
As we mentioned earlier, RSMA is a generalized MA
scheme, where NOMA and SDMA are special cases. To im-
plement SDMA from RSMA, the common stream is allocated
null power, and each user’s message is encoded into a private
stream only. Hence, the transmitted signal in this case is
x = Ps+ dDC =
∑
i∈{1,2}
pisi + dDC (19)
and the received SINR at each user simplifies into (14).
Similarly, NOMA can be obtained from RSMA by encoding
one of the users’ messages as a private stream, i.e., the user
with the strongest channel, and the signal of the second user
is encoded into a common stream. Assuming that user 1 has
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TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.
Parameter Symbol Value
Number of LEDs per fixture Q 3600 (60× 60)
LED beam angle ϕ1/2 60
o
PD area Ak (k = 1, 2) 1 cm2
Refractive index of PD n 1.5
Gain of optical filter Ts(φk,i) (k = 1, 2) 1
FoV of PD φc 60o
the strongest channel gain, then the transmitted signal in this
case can be written as
x = Ps+ dDC =
∑
i∈{1,12}
pisi + dDC (20)
and the associated SINRs of the first and second users are
given by
γ11 =
(hT1 p1)
2
σ21
(21)
and
γ122 = min
(
(hT1 p12)
2
(hT1 p1)
2 + σ21
,
(hT2 p12)
2
(hT2 p1)
2 + σ22
)
(22)
respectively. It is worth mentioning that the flexibility of
RSMA comes at the expense of a slightly higher encoding
complexity at the transmitter.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We present in this section different scenarios for the ap-
plication of RSMA in VLC systems, where we investigate
their performance in terms of WSR, and then compare them
to performances of SDMA and NOMA. Moreover, we study
the impact of different users’ locations within an indoor space.
We consider an RSMA-based MU-MISO VLC system,
where two single-PD users are served by two or four LED
fixtures in a room of size 5 × 5 × 4 m3. The room configu-
rations with the users’ scenarios are detailed in Figs. 7–8, as
follows. In both figures, main two users’ location scenarios are
considered. In the first (blue circles), users are located in the
middle space of the room with a separation of 3 m, whereas
in the second (green circles), users are located in the top of
the room, with a smaller separation of 0.4 m. Between the two
figures, the number and locations of LEDs is varied from 4 to
2. In addition, a third scenario is considered for the 4 LEDs
case, where the separation between users is 0.94 m (yellow
circle for user 1 and green circle of user 2). All coordinates
are expressed in the 3D-space system. Furthermore, we assume
the same optical devices characteristics as in [86], while the
two users are allocated equal priority, i.e., w1 = w2 = 12 in the
objective function of (P1). Since the noise power is assumed
unity, then the SNR designates the transmit power per-LED.
The remaining parameters are detailed in Table IV.
Fig. 9 shows the WSR performance for RSMA, NOMA
and SDMA, in “Scenario 1, 4 LEDs”. It can be seen that
RSMA outperforms both NOMA and SDMA, particularly at
high SNR. In addition, SDMA performs better than NOMA,
since the number of transmitter LEDs is larger than the number
of users, allowing efficient management of MUI. However,
SDMA performs worse than RSMA due to the difficult chan-
nels alignment between users, caused by the nature of the
VLC channel. In Fig. 10, the same comparison is made for
“Scenario 2, 4 LEDs”. With a smaller separation between
users, channels are more correlated, which is reflected by
the corresponding achievable performance. For instance, using
RSMA, WSR=13 bits/s/Hz (RSMA) is achieved at SNR=40
dB, compared to WSR=15.5 bits/s/Hz in Fig. 9. Nevertheless,
the performance of RSMA still exceeds that of both NOMA
and SDMA. For SNRs below 35 dB, NOMA outperforms
SDMA. Indeed, NOMA is able to distinguish different users
using precoding and SIC receivers. However, for SNRs above
35 dB, this procedure is less effective, and direct beamforming
using SDMA becomes privileged. Consequently, NOMA is
favored at lower SNRs for low users separation, whilst SDMA
is more performant for high SNRs. To examine the impact of
the users separation, i.e., correlation between users channels,
in Fig. 11, the WSR performance has been investigated for
“Scenario 3” (U1 yellow + U2 green in Fig. 7), where the users
separation is 0.94 m. It can be seen that the WSR performance
of NOMA is improved compared to “Scenario 2.” This is
due to the reduced channel correlation between the two users,
since the separating distance between users increased from 0.4
m to 0.94 m. Furthermore, SDMA and RSMA demonstrate
improved performances, compared to “Scenario 2,” due to the
lower interference between users.
In Figs. 12-13, we consider the same scenarios, but with
2 LEDs. Similar to the previous results, the superiority of
RSMA in terms of WSR over the other techniques is clearly
illustrated. SDMA’s performance is slightly degraded due to
the smaller number of LEDs. Similar to Fig. 10, in Fig. 13
the SDMA performance is degraded at SNRs below 36 dB
compared to NOMA, but outperforms the latter as the SNR
increases. Finally, Fig. 14 illustrates the users’ locations impact
on the WSR performance of the RSMA scheme. We consider
the room setup of 2 LEDs, and two users initially located
in the middle of the room. From there, the first and second
users travel to the east and west walls at the same constant
speed, respectively. Thus, their physical separation increases
until reaching its maximum 5 m (i.e., users have reached
the opposite walls). It can be seen that WSR varies with the
separation, until a maximum value is achieved for a separation
equal to 3.6 m. This corresponds to users locations [-1.8, 0,
0.8] and [1.8, 0, 0.8], where the correlation between channels
is low, but users are very close to one of the serving LEDs to
capture maximal power. However, as this separation increases
above 3.6 m, the WSR degrades due to longer distances
between users and LEDs. It can be seen that these optimal
users’ locations are the same for different SNRs. Consequently,
designing indoor spaces using RSMA-VLC requires a careful
consideration of the LEDs’ and users’ locations.
VII. OPEN ISSUES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we reviewed different multiple access tech-
niques proposed to improve the spectral efficiency of VLC
systems and minimize the encountered VLC-specific inter-
ference issues. Then, we addressed a preliminary work on
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Fig. 9. WSR vs. SNR per LED array (Scenario 1, 4 LEDs).
the utilization of RSMA within VLC systems. It has been
shown that RSMA is a powerful MA scheme that can provide
high data rates and reliable VLC communications. However,
several associated issues need to be addressed and analyzed
for the practical realization of RSMA-VLC. For instance, the
impact of the non-linear distortion caused by the different
circuits components, such as LEDs, PDs, and analog/digital
and digital/analog converters has to be investigated. Moreover,
as a novel MA technique, more efforts are required to study
the design of the physical and MAC layers. Hence, different
performance metrics, modulation and coding schemes, and
security issues, are open research problems in the RSMA-
VLC. Additionally, optimal precoding and power allocation for
RSMA-VLC are still open for investigation, where new linear
and non-linear techniques can be proposed and optimized.
Moreover, the current literature has mainly focused on the
Gaussian noise assumption, but neglected the effect of ambient
light, which can cause significant degradation in performance.
Other current assumptions include: the receiver is always
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Fig. 10. WSR vs. SNR per LED array (Scenario 2, 4 LEDs).
pointing upward, a LoS is always available and CSI is per-
fectly known. However, this may not be the case in practical
scenarios, where the receiver can be differently oriented, the
VLC link may experience shadowing and/or blockage, and
CSI knowledge is imperfect. Consequently, the design and
performance evaluation of RSMA-VLC systems that take into
account these practical concerns have to be studied. Innovative
solutions to circumvent the absence of a LoS may include
enabling optical cooperative communications and device-to-
device (D2D) communications. Indeed, optical cooperation
among VLC transmitters guarantees reliable transmissions to
users in a specific area [100], whereas in D2D communica-
tions, users with strong VLC links may help forwarding data
to users with blocked VLC channels [129]. In the design of
such systems, taking into consideration the different users’
QoS may lead to improved performances.
Finally, the analysis of massive MIMO RSMA-VLC sys-
tems is another interesting open research problem.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provided a conceptual background of
several MA schemes for MIMO-VLC systems, along with
their advantages and limitations. Specifically, our review
covered NOMA and SDMA integration into VLC systems,
showing how they minimize VLC interference and improve
communications’ performance. We reviewed also RSMA for
RF systems, presented as a generalizing multiple access of
NOMA and SDMA. Subsequently, we presented a preliminary
study for the integration of RSMA into VLC systems, taking
into consideration the per-LED power constraints. The SINR
and WSR expressions are obtained for a two-user MISO
VLC system, and results showed the flexibility of RSMA in
generalizing NOMA and SDMA, at slightly increased design
complexity. Through simulations, it has been proven that
RSMA-VLC outperforms both techniques in terms of WSR.
Also, RSMA is robust against channel correlation, and hence,
it can be seen as a strong MA candidate for VLC in networks
beyond 5G. Finally, a number of open issues and research
directions, linked to MIMO RSMA-VLC, have been presented
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and discussed.
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